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the net as well. Metallica Death Magnetic Torrent ( 320kbps). Musique
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original 'Tube' edition, 'The Collector's Edition' with the original tour

booklet, a cdrom with the DVD, and a DVD with the tour DVD and the
'Serenity' medley. Unfortunately, the 'Tube' version includes only the first
CD, and is missing disc 2. It's a very rare vinyl release in America, and is
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your cash. - - - Metallica Live in St Louis DVD and CD - Deluxe 2CD Set at

only $7.95 with FREE shipping. This is a MUST for every Metallica fan! There
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is something very special about seeing Metallica live! Seeing them in
person, letting the music take you away to a world of new highs, lows and

sounds that is the defining characteristic of the music of Metallica. Live in St
Louis will bring that intimate environment to your home, that was never

before possible! Metallica Recordings Metallica Live in St. Louis CD-Deluxe
2CD Set Only $7.95 FREE Shipping. This is a MUST for
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